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FOR ROAD SPEC
BRAKING SYSTEMS
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The Basics
Thankfully most of us realise that there
is a lot more to preparing a competitive
car than simply providing it with endless
reserves of horsepower and torque. But
where a lot of people miss advantages
is in the performance and safety gains
that can be made to the vehicle with
inexpensive upgrades to their existing
road brake system by using proper race
compounds and fluids.

than a set of standard cardboard pads,
they really should not be let anywhere
near a race car or track.
Race Brakes, as well as supplying race
calipers and race rotors, also specialise
in setting up race brake systems for
competitors on a budget, or where the
rules of a controlled class prohibit the
use of anything other than the standard
original equipment.

This does not mean having to use road
oriented metallic or kevlar pads or DOT
5 fluid. Although these will be better

GT and Production Muscle Cars along
with the HQ’s good are examples of
this.

“The brake system is a chain that is only as strong 2
as it’s weakest link....”
Most standard brake systems, once
equipped to handle the heat generated
under racing conditions, are more than
adequate for events like the Dunlop
Targa and other club racing duties.
The brake system is a chain which is
only as strong as its weakest link -and
heat is its enemy. That means the
weakest link in a road brake system
is the friction material. A good quality
standard road compound will have a
maximum CWT (continuous working
temperature) of around 350° C. An
Aussie V8 Supercar generates around
650° C at the end of Conrod.
Therefore you need to place proper
race compounds into your road

calipers, as you are generating way
more heat than the standard small road
equipment is designed to dissipate.
The problem you may come
across when looking for advanced
compounds for road calipers, is that the
manufacturers of the race compounds
will generally only produce pads for
recognised race calipers such as
Brembo, AP, Alcon etc, or homologated
road calipers such as the early EVO
and WRX.
They have no interest in tooling up to
produce a run of Mercedes 280E pads
on the off chance that someone wants
to take one racing.

Part 1 - The Pads
Race Brakes can supply competition
spec pads for any type of caliper
with compounds that will handle
temperatures of at least 700° C. Some
compounds will handle much more.

Each compound has a specialty
purpose and every driver has their own
usage requirements so this document
will not present all the grades of
materials available.

These modern race compounds
perform from dead cold and make
a blindingly good street pad
regardless of their racing abilities.

The best idea is to contact the team at
Race Brakes to discuss your specific
needs.
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We have friction materials from the best
in the world. Pagid, AP Racing, Mintex,
Also, don’t panic if your vehicle is
equipped with drum brakes as we carry Ferodo, Endless, Hawk, Carbone
a competition drum brake compound for Lorraine, EBC, PFC and Wilwood.
A multitude of various specifications for
those applications as well.
whatever your needs are.
And, don’t fret if your vehicle needs
to be road friendly as we can be even
more specific by supplying road friendly For your benefit Race Brakes deals
with the various major race pad
yet still competition spec pads.
manufacturers, and we know how all
Due to the huge variety of applications, the various brands and grades stack
up against each other, from both a
which is attributable to the diverse
range of performance and race vehicles performance and price perspective.
in New Zealand, we have extended our
range of friction material options quite
dramatically.

Part 2 - The Fluid
This now brings us to the next weakest
link in the chain - Brake Fluid.

This will contribute to a brake fluids ‘wet
boiling point’.

There is no point having materials
sitting in the wheels able to handle
700+ ° C if your brake fluid is going
to boil as soon as you put them to the
test. First let us dispel a few common
misconceptions.

Using a high DOT rating in a road car
theoretically means that you will not
have to change your fluid as often as
you would if you were using a lower
DOT rated fluid.

You do NOT want to use a DOT 5
brake fluid. DOT 5 is the rating given
to silicone brake fluid (more correctly
called Silicone Basal Brake Fluids or
SBBF’s).

This however does not apply to a race
car as that produces a much higher
level of moisture - so the road car ‘laws
of longevity’ are not really relevant.

Silicone fluids are NOT hygroscopic,
meaning that they will not absorb
We must also not confuse ‘silicone’ fluid moisture.
with ‘synthetic’ fluid. Silicone fluids are
not miscible (mixable) with conventional This is their downfall.
fluids however synthetic race fluids can
be mixed with conventional road fluids.
However whilst the car will still be
drivable with a mix of synthetic and
conventional fluid, it will proportionally
dilute the properties of the higher
performance one.
All brake fluid, apart from silicone fluids,
are hygroscopic which means that they
will absorb moisture. Some people use
the term hydroscopic. The higher the
DOT rating, the less hygroscopic they
are. In other words, the less moisture
they will absorb over a given period.

“You do NOT want to use a DOT 5 brake fluid”
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All braking systems produce moisture.
Particularly race brake systems as it
is the extreme temperature changes
that cause excessive moisture build up.
Conventional brake fluid will absorb this
moisture, but a silicone fluid won’t.
The moisture is still in the system, but
instead of absorbing it into the brake
fluid (and admittedly reducing its boiling
point), it just sits there in little water
pockets waiting for the brake system to
get hot so that it can vaporise.

Keeping in mind that a DOT 5 is a
silicone fluid, the highest DOT rating
generally available for a conventional
or synthetic fluid is a DOT 5.1 (notice
the point one and we also note that
there are DOT 6 fluids out there for
unspecified military purposes).
So while a DOT rating has its place,
what we are really looking for in a race
fluid is a high dry boiling point.

Interestingly, two of the best race
fluids on the planet today, AP Racing’s
PRF660 and Castrol’s SRF are both
Even a well soaked brake fluid will have rated as DOT4.
a higher boiling point than water.
We must also be reminded here that
the boiling point of a liquid goes up with
pressure. That is why your pedal may
hang in there during repeated heavy
braking, but disappears entirely, after
a brief acceleration run, on your next
application.
You would have thought that it may
have even recovered slightly while you
were off the brakes, but when you got
off them and released the pressure,
that’s when the fluid boiled.
Avoid the risk of vaporising your brake
fluid at all costs. The results of a
brake pedal going to the floor can be
extremely hazardous to your health.
Replace your silicone or road fluid with
a proper race fluid.
We have found AP Racings R2 fluid
to be very good value for money. We
know that silicone fluid is kind to your
paintwork if you spill it, but what are
your priorities?
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Incidentally, the minimum dry boiling
point requirements of a DOT 4 fluid is
230° C, DOT 5 (silicone) is 250° C and
DOT 5.1 has a minimum dry boiling
point requirement of 260° C.
Admittedly, most off-the-shelf DOT4
road fluids will exceed the minimum
requirements.
In comparison, AP Racings PRF660
has a dry boiling point of 328° C and
the Castrol SRF has a dry boiling point
of 310° C.
The other (and some would argue most
important) advantage of a proper race
fluid is that it is a lot less compressible
than standard road fluids:
less ‘squashy’.
Less compressible race fluids help
eliminate a lot of spongy pedal and long
pedal travel problems.
It really is a shame when people spend
hundreds of dollars outfitting their
vehicles with braided hoses to firm up
the pedal, and then put road fluid (or
even worse, a silicone fluid which is
highly compressible) into their car to
save themselves a few dollars….
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Part 2 - The Rotor
Race Brakes can of course supply
two-piece race rotors. However, once
the price of manufacturing hats to
make them fit your vehicle is taken into
account, it seems almost churlish to
wrap your standard road calipers back
around them - so we go shopping for a
pretty set of four pots and there goes
the budget.
As this discussion is centered on
a bang-for-yer-buck makeover of a
standard road system, we will be
concentrating on what to do with your
standard road rotors.
Firstly, Race Brakes and the
manufacturers of road rotors do NOT
officially recommend the use of non
race rotors for motorsport use.

The minimum requirement for racing
on road rotors is… Make sure they
are above the minimum thickness
However, Race Brakes are more than
as specified by the rotor or vehicle
happy to supply quality road rotors for
manufacturer. The thinner a rotor gets,
these purposes if it suits the budget or
the less its ability to dissipate heat,
is mandatory because of control class
rulings. The reality is that a lot of people which will increase the risk of it warping
go racing very successfully on road
or cracking.
rotors.
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“Race rotors are designed to dissipate heat efficiently”
As a general rule of thumb, we at Race
Brakes will try to steer you away from
cross drilled rotors.
The main advantage of cross drilled
rotors is unsprung weight which is of
course extremely critical on very light
weight cars.
However, having all those holes drilled
through them makes them a bit of
a ‘grenade’ - prone to warping and
cracking when used on heavier vehicles
that generate a lot of heat under
braking.
A very light weight car will not generate
as much heat under braking therefore
cross drilled rotors may not be such an
issue.
The other advantage of cross drilled
rotors is their ability to de-gas and
continually de-glaze the disc pads.
These processes, without the
disadvantages of cross drilling, are to
be found in ‘slotted only’ disc rotors.
No point in having the flash, powerful
race pads in the car if they glaze up
and lose their efficiency.
However, slotted rotor upgrades are
NOT an absolute necessity if you are
running modern, high coefficient race
pads that perform from dead cold.
Race Brakes stocks a wide range of
slotted rotors. And, harking back to
the example of the Mercedes 280E - if
they are not available off the shelf, we
can usually source them in a couple of
weeks.
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Summary
For roughly $500-$600 Race Brakes
can set up your existing road brake
system to a point where we can
guarantee that you will not outdrive
your brakes on the road or on the track.
This is what we call a ‘Package 4’
upgrade and consists of a front and
rear friction and fluid upgrade.
While we cannot guarantee mileage
on friction materials and always
recommend taking a spare set of pads
(even if these are just road pads as
hole fillers if necessary), most of our
clients at the entry level stage used to
get through prologue and the Dunlop
Targa on a single set of pads.

Note: For Targa competitors
we now advise taking at least
two sets of fronts due to the
weight and distance increases
of recent events.
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If, because of excessive weight,
horsepower or speed you are able to
outdrive 700+ degree materials, we
would advise spending a small amount
of extra time and money on brake
ducting to help cool everything down.
At the end of the day, we must
remember that a brake system is only
as good as the vehicles tyres and that
a properly set up big race brake system
will always beat a properly set up
smaller road brake system. But that is a
different story for different budgets.
For further information, specification
sheets, or an accurate quote for your
particular vehicle and needs, please get
in touch with the team at Race Brakes.
Ph: 0800 BRAKES (0800 272 537)
e-mail: info@racebrakes.co.nz
Showroom: 351 New North Road,
Eden Terrace, Auckland.

